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1. Review of feedback from External Reviewer
   o Jim: I think the evolution of the document has come a long well
   o Reviewer was pleased overall with the quality of the report
   o Definitely need an appendix
   o Chapter 5:
     1. Group wanted to change the title to include achievement
     2. Made sure to include online in other chapters (Executive Summary, ch 1, ch 4)
   o Chapter 1
     1. Making changes to the paragraph on sponsored research
     2. Changes and updates to table 2.2
   o Chapter 3
     1. Sounds more explicative then reflective
     2. Question about how the climate survey fits in
   o Chapter 4
     1. Most concerned on standard 8
        1. Need more information on transfers, upper division and graduate students
        2. Charts didn’t articulate the text
     2. Standard 9
     3. Standard 14
        1. Too much focus on the last 24 months
2. Other issues?

   o Timeline revision

     1. Co-chairs to make revisions by August 12th

     2. Draft 4 sent to all committee members including workgroup members by August 19th

     3. Feedback from workgroups due by September 6

     4. Sent to reviewer by the 12th

     5. Sent to community by 26th

     6. Townhall and governance meetings in October